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Press Release
ITE Broadcast Students get Hands on Experience with Ideal Systems
Singapore 7th September 2017
Ideal Systems today announces the great success of its participation in ITE internship
program for broadcast engineers.
Ideal Systems took a number of this year’s interns who are studying for their Higher Nitec
in Broadcast & Media Technology at ITE (Institute of Technical Education in Singapore)
for a six-month work placement program. The students obtained a wide variety of real
world experience working with Ideal Systems team on a number of projects from the
building of new multi-channel broadcast facilities for Sony Pictures Entertainment in
Singapore to building new Broadcast News facilities for Metro TV in Jakarta and also
managing to get a deep dive into the new IP broadcast technologies at the Broadcast IP
Inter-OP Lab at Broadcast Asia exhibition in Singapore, where they were involved right
from the booth and systems build up to manning the various edit and operator stations
during the live broadcast interviews all through the show.
“We were delighted to be part of the program and it was great working with the ITE
students. The broadcast technology landscape is changing very quickly so being involved
in real world new system builds and deliveries really gives the students a good feel for
what is happening in their career space whilst giving them invaluable real world experience
with real broadcasters and future employers.” Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO Ideal Systems
Singapore
###
Link to Photo
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kuu5eov215rd3aj/ITE%202017.JPG?dl=0
Photo Caption.
ITE students pictured in the new broadcast control room designed and built by Ideal
Systems for Sony Pictures in Singapore.
About Ideal Group
Ideal is Asia’s largest broadcast and media systems integrator and is a multinational
organization providing innovative media, design and AV solutions to sectors including
broadcasting, telecoms, and media. Ideal Systems provides services that range from
systems consultancy and design conceptualization, to systems deployment and support
of broadcast systems, facilities, and studios, to billing and subscriber-management
solutions. Ideal Group operates from 13 regional offices in Asia. The company employs
over 180 full time staff members in its offices in Hong Kong (Headquarters), China(3),
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